MAJORS
• B.A. in Chinese Studies
• B.A. in French & Francophone Studies
• B.A. German Studies
• B.A. Japanese Studies
• B.A. Hispanic Studies
• B.A. Russian Studies

Minors
• Arabic Studies
• There are minors for each of the languages offered as majors
• Courses are offered in Italian through the 300 level.

Getting Started With a Language at CMU
• Either start with the Elementary 1 course for any language or
• Take a placement exam to find the right starting point for you.

What Our Graduates Are Doing Now:
• Some now work in the U.S. or abroad for companies like Google, Microsoft, Siemens, L’Oréal and the Language Company, or for the State Department, the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Institutes of Health.
• Others have continued as Fulbright Fellows or in graduate programs at the University of Pittsburgh, Stanford University, the University of Washington, Universidad del Norte and many others.

Research Project Examples
• Chinese Cinema: Distinguishing the Chinese National Identity after the Cultural Revolution
• Gender Based Asylum Claims from Central American Northern Triangle Region Refugees
• French Nationalism and Unity Associated with La Loi Toubon
• Otaku: A Digital Manga

Fun Fact!
Each semester, more than 900 students from all over campus take courses in the Department of Modern Languages.